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editorial

In the never ending quest for
the source of our articles (Where
do you find your authors and article ideas?) I admit that things have
changed. Back when Claudia and I
were attending a fair number of
events, we spent a lot of time talking to representatives of archery
manufacturers and archers and
coaches, of course. Now that we
attend very few events we connect
with people mostly electronically.
The lovely article by Shana
Nielsen is based upon a blog post
she wroye that I ran across. I asked
her to expand on it a bit and voila!
I connected with Hugh Soar
through, of all things, the
LinkedIn network (we both had
commented upon a group’s post).
And I have asked a number of people to consider writing based upon
Archery Talk threads and blog
posts, or comments made in other
magazines. Most often I get
turned down as often we are asking
the busiest people in archery to
write for us and they have little
time to do so. But occasionally,
such as in this issue and the last,
we strike gold!
Also, I am a curious person
(you may have noticed) and there is
so much I want to know. For example, I was reading a Chinese
Martial Arts Journal and an ancient
military archery training manual
mentioned that after proper form
was learned on a lightweight bow
(60#!), training commenced to pull

higher draw weights. They didn’t
explain how this was done and since
all of the “advice” available to us
“modern archers” is nebulous at best
I have asked a number of people if
they would consider writing about
“training for higher draw weights.”
Nobody has “bit” yet, so if you are
knowledgeable in this area and
want to tackle it, send me an email
(steve@archeryfocus.com).
Also, I saw a generic sports
article describing how Fitbit or
other sports monitoring devices
can track heart rate. Immediately I
thought “Fitbit can track heart
rate—has anybody done this during a tournament? Is this a viable
training device?” If you have, I
would love to hear from you. Since
this is America, if you sell us an
article, we send you a check (but
since it is archery, the check isn’t
very large).
This issue is chock-a-block full
of good stuff. The aforementioned
Shana Nielsen writes about what
women want from archery coaches
(well, beside R-E-S-P-E-C-T),
Brent Harmon offers a review of
another source of mental skills
training (not designed specifically
for archery, but few of them are),
and Markus Wagner, of Germany,
shares his thoughts on when you
might want to consult a mental
skills specialist or at least, a coach
well-steeped in the mental game.
Tom Dorigatti is somewhat

buried in his research on his personal history of his journey
through the wonderful world of
compound archery, so he instead
has submitted a great article on the
use of goals emphasizing that they
can be fun and they can accelerate
your rate of progress and elevate
the peak of your performance.
The project Simon Needham
and I have concocted continues
with a piece on getting archers you
coach onto the first level of performance, which involves motivation
of both archer and coach, a great
deal.
Larry Wise has always had a
bit of a scientific bent and he
shares with us this month that the
thumbs and little fingers on the
release hands of compound-release
archers are connected to more than
just their draw hands, and those
connections have consequences.
Bob Ryder has part of a series
on the mental game for college
archers, including drills to improve
your focus/concentration. I had
written a piece on how to manage
expectations, but there was no way
to wedge it in, so . . . next time.
Enjoy!
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Shana Nielsen first picked up a bow because
her then 10-year old son had been begging her
to let him shoot for two years straight, and she
finally caved in. Needing something to do
that was fun and not overly expensive one
weekend, she packed up the boys and trekked
to Texas Archery Academy in Plano, TX for
their Experience Archery program. She’s
never looked back. After “shooting traditional” for about six months she’s spent the last
year shooting Olympic Recurve, with a four
year plan to be competitive for the Olympic
Trials in 2019/2020. You can read about
(and watch video of) some of the more hilarious events in her archery journey on her blog:
The Archer is a Girl (https://thearcherisagirl.wordpress.com). Shana currently shoots
for Fulcrum Archery.

Bob Ryder is a four time National Collegiate
Archery Coach of the Year, an NAA Level III
Coach, a past U.S. Intercollegiate All-American and National Champion, past member of
the U.S. Archery Team, National Judge,
Tournament Director for over 25 National
Archery Championships, including National
Indoor, Target, and Field Championships,
past Vice-President and member of the NAA
Board of Governors, past Chairman and
Executive Committee Member of the College
Division of the NAA (USCA) and member of
the James Madison University Athletic Hall
of Fame. He is currently Head Coach of the
James Madison University Archery Team
which has produced 42 All-Americans, 16
National Champions, 23 National Team
Titles and 14 World Champions during his
tenure.

Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been
hunting with a bow and arrow since he was
10 years old. Although bowhunting was his
primary objective, target archery quickly took
a front seat for the times when hunting season
wasn’t open. Tom has been a member of the
National Field Archery Association for 45
years and has actively participated in tournaments or on ranges in no fewer than 37 states,
as well as Guam and the Azores. He has also
been involved in managing archery leagues
and tournaments up to and including NFAA
Sectional events since 1968. He is a
NFAA/USA Archery Certified Level 3
instructor.
Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The
Puzzled Cyclist.” During the bike riding season, Tom can be found either at the archery
range or out on a road bicycle or trike.

Simon S. Needham whilst being born in
Scotland now resides in England. Simon has
represented Great Britain in the Olympic
Games and is the author of the fabulous book
The Art of Repetition and even better companion DVD Archery in Action. Then he followed up on that with an even better book:
The Competitive Archer. While being
a committed Olympic Recurve archer, he does
dabble occasionally with compound bows.

Markus Wagner says “I tried to remember all
the details from the past. I was surprised that I
really remembered mostly results I shot. But all
the tournaments I shot as a teenager I cannot
remember. And because I moved away from
Germany in 2011 I don’t have any papers
about it anymore. And the last five years were
very special. I sold my equipment and moved
around Europe with my wife. I really missed
being active in archery even by myself. I hope I
can afford equipment again soon. And because
I am offering Online-Coaching and also the
live-coaching afterwards for archers who can
afford it, I will need to be shooting again.
Cheers from Sankt Augustin, Germany”

Brent Harmon is an Olympic and Barebow
Recurve archer and a Level 4NTS Coach who
coaches at the American Indian CenterChicago and the Lincoln Park Archery Club.
He holds certification under, as well as positions within, various organizations. He has
had training in kyudo and horsebackarchery,
too, but not yabusame to his regret. He has
contributed to Archery Focus magazine in
the past.

Coaches! Please consider joining the Archery Coaches Guild to
help shape the future of coaching!
www.archerycoachesguild.org
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Improving Archery
Performance Through
Goal Setting
Part 1: An Introduction and Getting Started
by Tom Dorigatti
Many of you have probably attended archery seminars
or training courses where goal setting was mentioned.
You heard the instructor(s) talk about “long term”
goals and then breaking those down into “short term”
goals. You heard about practicing with a plan, and
keeping journals. Some coaches and instructors (I’m
one of them) even try to convince you to not only
keep a journal, but to take photographs of your practice and tournament targets and scorecards, too. I am
also a proponent of making graphs to help keep track
of what you are doing and how you are either progressing or not progressing. This takes the guess work
out of things and instead of you trying to remember
from “opinion,” you instead draw conclusions from
the data (facts) that you are
keeping track of!
This article is actually an
introduction into a book I am
working on called, “Improving
Archery Performance Through
Goal Setting.” Obviously I won’t
be giving away everything that
will be contained in the book
while I write this series of articles on this subject, but
when we are into it, you’ll learn some of the major
aspects of how to improve your performance and have
fun doing so! There is no reason at all that practice
sessions should be tedious and boring and feel like
“work.” I’m going to bring you through the goal setting process in the same manner as you eat the
proverbial elephant: one bite at a time.

Why Goals?
Why would I consider specifically writing a book
about goal setting, you ask? It is really quite simple.
Goal setting if applied “properly” works, especially for
archers! Most people don’t really understand what
creating a goal really involves. You hear of goals set
like “I will accomplish a 60X-300 on the NFAA blue
face within the next four months.” You hear/read of a
goal set at an even loftier level, such as, “I will win the
NFAA Sectional title this coming year.” Nice goals,
right? Not really. Goals have to conform to the “R-AM scheme.” Goals have to be Reasonable. Goals have
to be Achievable (there is a difference!), and goals
have to be Measurable; otherwise, they are just statements of what you think you can
or will do (aka wishes and
hopes). Within a few weeks or
months, those lofty goals are forgotten and the archer goes about
the same old boring business of
shooting round after round,
tournament after tournament
and not really keeping track of
much of anything, including changes made to their
equipment, noting what works and what doesn’t
work, tracking their attitude, their shooting conditions, and worse yet, the progression of their actual
scores aren’t kept track of either. Well, my hope in
writing the book “Improving Archery Performance
Through Goal Setting” is that you can finally have
some guidance for actions you can take to set the right

“Goals have to be
Reasonable. Goals have
to be Achievable (there is
a difference!), and goals
have to be Measurable.”
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kind of goals and be on a path to improving your
archery performance by doing so.
So, you ask, just who does this guy think he is and
what does he know about “goal setting” and “how can
setting goals improve performance?” Besides my
many years as a professional educator in public
schools, in military service and private industry, I hold
a Master’s Degree in Teaching and Leadership. It just
so happens that the subject of my Master’s Thesis is,
specifically, “Improving Student Motivation Through
Goal Setting.”
While I was I the process of earning my
Bachelor’s Degree two required courses were,
“Methods of Teaching Science”, and “Methods of
Teaching Foreign Languages.” I had to learn to create
things called “behavioral objectives,” which had to be
incorporated into our daily and weekly lesson plans,
which was fancy terminology for “goals.” These
behavioral objectives were very specific and couldn’t
be generalized with words such as “understand, “comprehend,” or actions like “listen to,” “ask for”, etc. Oh,
no. These had to be specific as to what would be
accomplished, not just done, such as: “At the conclusion of this dissection exercise, the students will be
able to identify and name on sight the internal organs
of the frog” and “Students will also be able to list the
function(s) of said internal organs.”
As time went on, writing these behavioral objectives became easier and we got better at breaking
them into smaller chunks. As I stated in ProActive
Archery, “the only way to eat an elephant is by eating
it one bite at a time.” I had been using a goal setting
structure back in the later 1960’s when I first started
teaching in public schools. When I returned to public
school teaching in the early 2000’s, I again almost
immediately reinstituted “Goal Setting” as a standard
in my classroom, and each student set goals, kept
track of their results, and kept graphs and even performed self-evaluations as to why they were or were
not achieving the goals that they set for themselves.
In most of my classes, 60% of the students in the class
section either made or exceeded the goal(s) they set
for themselves for a six- or a nine-week period. Those
who didn’t make their goal(s), knew why they didn’t
make their goal(s), and we re-evaluated and provided
guidance to re-set goals that they could achieve (RA-M process). There was a limit, though: goals had to
be achievable, so lowering goals was a possibility.
That being said, a student was never allowed to set a
goal below 5% above the passing grade needed for the
course work. In other words, a student was never
Archery Focus

allowed to set a goal to “fail” the course, or to just
scrape by. I required them to leave a margin for error.
Now that I’ve retired from teaching, I’ve come to
realize that what is contained in my Master’s Thesis
has a direct application to archery performance and
applies to both the archer and the archery coach!
In this and subsequent articles I’ll give you the
guidance needed to get a good start on Improving
Archery Performance Through Goal Setting, but I’m
not going to provide everything in these articles that
is to be contained in the book!
Before I dig much deeper, I am going to share
some interesting items from ProActive Archery. I’ll
try to be brief with this, but it is important that you
will be able to perform better if you simply follow a
plan and set goals that meet the “RAM Scheme.”
Making Archery Fun (excerpted from Section 7,
Chapter 41 of “ProActive Archery”)
[Beginning of Excerpt] . . . Most shooters today think that
practice has to be serious stuff, and that you have to practice all the time on Tournament Preparedness. You forget
that both of those require you to have a relaxed approach
if you are going to be successful in automating things. Yes,
there is tournament pressure, but, if you have learned to
be ProActive about your preparation and attitude/mental
game, then tournaments can become fun. If you watch the
top professionals closely, you will see that almost all of
them are having a great time. Once on the line to shoot
their end, it is all business, but when off the line, most all
of them are unwinding, refocusing, and getting themselves to think about something else for a few moments.
Yes, they may well take a few moments to analyze a few
things, but they take some time to mellow out.
There is something to be said about the fact that nearly all shooters want to “win” and have lofty goals of winning the league, or winning the State Indoor Title, then
the Sectional Title, and then the National Indoor, or the
Vegas shoot, or whatever. They lose sight of the fact that
all of this isn’t going to come about over night, or in a
year; in fact any of these lofty goals may be unreachable
but for a select few archers. So, why set this lofty goal so
soon? Here’s my take on a lot of this “winning” mentality: let’s say you go to a tournament with the goal to win
your Division. That is a reasonable goal, provided you
know your scores have been at that level. You should
remember a couple of things, however. If your scores
haven’t been at that level of expertise before you arrive at
the tournament, then they aren’t likely to show up at the
tournament. If you don’t have your “A” game beforeContinued on Next Page
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hand, it isn’t likely to magically appear at the tournament. There is another way to look at this. Obviously you
should go to the tournament with a goal, but that goal, in
my opinion, should be “to shoot a better score than you shot
at the last competition you participated in.” If you do just
that simple thing, then you have accomplished your goal
this time, and you are the winner. You really have nobody
to beat but yourself; if you can do that, then you are well
on your way to vastly improving your position on the
overall leader board. If you come out of that tournament
with a personal best, then that is even better; you are still
the real winner. Some go to events with a goal to shoot a
higher score than their friend or the “top dog” in their
area, on their bale, or in their group. You have to be careful with this goal: If your friend or the top dog has an off
day and you beat them, what have you really accomplished? You obviously got them on a bad day, which is
good for you, I guess. However, don’t get complacent about
this; you got them while they are down. Where was your
score with relation to how you shoot? If your score was also
down or the same and their scores were down worse than
yours, then you really won nothing, since you didn’t show
any improvement yourself. You haven’t beaten your friend
or the top dog until they have shot as well as they can shoot
and you have outscored them, plain and simple. Always
remember, there are those who haven’t been beat and there
are those who are going to get beat; we all end up in the
second category sooner or later; some much sooner than
later.…”
The Long Indoor Season
The woes of a long indoor season, especially in the higher
Northern latitudes, is a small part of the focus of this article, are something nearly all of us have problems dealing
with. There are numerous methods that can be used to
practice for indoor rounds. The most common method in
use is to practice the rounds in the same order time and
again, looking for that “perfect score.” It isn’t long before
the shooter begins to suffer from boredom or frustration.
You limit the choice of target faces to practice on to two;
the Vegas Target face, or the NFAA 5-spot or single spot
face. Let’s talk a bit about the real life scenarios of the two
main types of archers I’m most familiar with. I’ve been in
both categories many times during my lifetime in this
sport, and also have dealt with more problems concerning
indoor boredom that I ever have while shooting outdoors.
For those Who are Bow Hunters Many shooters put
up their target rigs come late August or even earlier and
start on their hunting routines. You focus your efforts on
your hunting and hunting set up and you spend less and
less time, if any, practicing on keeping any sort of conti8

nuity in practicing your form and shot sequence. You have
it figured that getting a trophy Whitetail comes first, and
you can always “get it back” in a few weeks once your
hunting season is over. You avoid any leagues that may
start up in the fall because you don’t want to give up even
one evening a week to shoot spots. Many shooters fall into
this trap, and if you are a top echelon shooter, you can normally get away with this; or can you? Some of the top
Professionals do this and don’t seem to ever show any ill
effect from it. However, not all of you are professional
archers, so you find yourself struggling initially once you
do start shooting your target rigs again. Your ‘burn-out’
will simply start later than those that continue shooting
their target rigs in the fall and early winter. For you, you
don’t get serious about “spot/paper shooting” until deer
season is completely over, and this could be mid January in
some places. That gives you no time to get ready for the
early tournaments, such as Presley’s, Iowa, Kansas City,
or Lancaster’s. It also gives you very little time to get
ready for the Vegas shoot that is in early February. Thus,
you try to cram that training and practice into a period of
less than 4 weeks, if that much. Remember something
here: Your competitive “target shooters” will come to those
events with no fewer than 6 competitive events under
their belts; their equipment has been tournament tested,
their form is already honed to a high level of automation,
and their mental game is spot on because they’ve never
stopped preparing; even if it is only once a week for a
planned practice session or planned scoring session. They
are ready! I’m not saying for you to give up bow hunting.
What I am saying that if you also want to be serious about
competitions, then you must become ProActive and formulate a plan to allow you to do both: Get your hunting
time, and work on your form and mental game, along
with getting that indoor set up tested and prepared for
battle. Only a very, very few shooters can shoot nothing
but their hunting bows for 3 months, only shooting a few
arrows a week, and go into a competitive event ready to
compete with the best in their division or style.
So, with all this, you force yourself into a helter-skelter approach of thinking you have to practice for score
every time you shoot. This can be unnerving and become
laborious and end up actually taking you out of your own
game before it even begins. So, hitch up your wagon, and
let’s delve into ProActively “Practicing with a Plan” and
how to begin planning for more meaningful and less boring practice sessions.
For Those of You Who Don’t Bow Hunt If you aren’t
a hunter, then when you first start out in the fall, if you
have been shooting outdoor field or hunter rounds, things
are great indoors to start with, because the bulls-eye looks
Archery Focus

like it is the size of a basketball, and your initial scores
usually reflect this. You likely have been shooting a lot of
4X-20’s on the 20 yard field or hunter targets most of the
summer. The Blue face is a piece of cake, correct? At least
it is a piece of cake for the first few weeks until you start
getting bored with it, that is. It isn’t long and your scores
flatten out, your X-count drops. You lose your prime form
that you had worked on all summer in order to shoot long
distances and fall back into a rut of “20 yard form”. Then
the monotony sets in and begins to ruin the fun of practice.
You go to the range to practice. You shoot 10 official practice arrows, and then you shoot 60 arrows for score and go
home. The next thing to happen is that you will go to the
range to practice, start a scoring session, and when you
miss the spot (some do this if they miss an “X”), you quit
scoring then and there and either shoot a few more arrows
anyway, or you fold things up and go home. This is a huge
mistake; but I see shooters do this a lot. You have just
taught yourself something that you shouldn’t; that being
that “if I miss, I can just quit, shoot a few arrows and
either “start over” or I can just let it go and go home. Once
you start a scoring round, you should always finish a scoring round no matter what. You started something, now
finish it and learn to take the good with the bad. I know
you are thinking, “Won’t I teach myself a bad habit if I
continue to score when I’m shooting poorly?” My reply to
this is, “No! You are teaching yourself a much worse bad

habit by quitting. The next thing you know, your attitude
and mental game become conditioned to the “I’ll just quit”
syndrome and you’ll find yourself giving up during a competitive event, too. Is that what you really want? What
ever happened to, “I will execute this shot with proper
back tension? What ever happened to the written practice
plan? (“ProActive Archery”, Chapter 23)
Next, normally in December or January, you decide
to switch to the Vegas target, which, once again, adds a
new challenge, albeit a bit more difficult from a scoring
standpoint. This too, soon gets boring and you start to try
too hard to hit those baby-X’s. Once again, you start
shooting in the past and future and forget to shoot in the
present. You start forcing the issue and complaining that
you aren’t doing so well. Your frustration level goes up,
then you find yourself getting either bored or disgusted
and don’t want to practice that very much either. So, with
all this, you force yourself into a helter-skelter approach of
thinking you have to practice for score every time you
shoot. This can be unnerving and become laborious and
end up actually taking you out of your own game before it
even begins.
The next thing you know, your practice sessions all
become scoring sessions, and with the indoor leagues, you
find yourself shooting your league scores and maybe, just
maybe another practice score once or twice a week.
Continued on Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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Suddenly you are only shooting scoring rounds and don’t
schedule or perform any sort of form maintenance practice
to work on elements of form. You no longer have a plan
other than to get it over with so you can go home. You
have lost your attitude and with it, your mental game.
You are now in the mode of going through the motions
and thinking, “Man, I’ll sure be glad when we can go outdoors!” You now find yourself with a host of problems concerning focus, attitude, and your mental game. You ask
yourself, “How did I get here? I was doing so well a month
ago”.
Does either of the above situations sound like what
you are going through in the fall and winter and especially in the early spring? There is no real reason to allow
yourself to become bored while shooting indoors. A little
ProActive ingenuity and varying your practice regimens
will go a long ways to alleviating the indoor boredom.
There are numerous ways to nip that boredom bug in the
bud simply by becoming more involved with your practice
and also your scoring sessions by planning and incorporating various events and playing little games while you are practicing,
either by yourself, or even with a
practice partner(s). Who ever said
that practice had to be a thing you
do by yourself?
What I will suggest in this
Chapter are some techniques that
should not only take the boredom
out of your indoor practice regimens, but also can contribute to
raising your “comfort level” on each
of the rounds and for each practice
session. This can and will naturally fall over into your scoring sessions; not only for your leagues, but
also for your competitive events. At
this time, it might not be a bad idea
to re-read Chapter 23, “Do You Practice with a Plan?”
So, hitch up your wagon, and let’s delve into ProActively
“Making Archery Fun” and how to begin planning for
more meaningful and less boring practice sessions. [End of
Excerpt]

shooting line. Many shooting lanes are only 24˝ wide,
so you have to get used to accommodating everything
you do within that boundary.
The target’s spot is rather large, just over 3˝ in
diameter; and for most shooters today, the 300 score
is readily obtainable; however the 60X 300 on the
NFAA face and the perfect 30X round on the Vegas
face are very elusive for most every shooter.
Unfortunately, in today’s competitive events, it isn’t so
much about the perfect 300 score, it is all about that
X-count or that “Baby-X” count because, at the highest levels of competition, you obviously cannot miss
the 300 score, and to make matters worse, now you
can ill afford to miss the X-ring more than two or
three times if you want to stand much of a chance of
winning an event at all. All of this adds to a shooter’s
difficulties with wanting to excel and when they don’t,
then frustration sets in, and along with it a rush to try
to figure out everything all at once so you can “get
ready” for that tournament or league night. In
ProActive Archery I addressed
Changing Things on the Fly in
Chapter 1, and Eating the
Elephant One Bite at a Time in
Chapter 2. I discussed all about
“Practicing with a Plan” and such
in Section 4, Practice &
Tournament Preparation. What
we didn’t discuss is “Making
Practice Fun,” and that was
again, by design. If you haven’t
read ProActive Archery, you are
now going to get a dose of it. For
those who have read ProActive
Archery you are going to get a
review. Why? Because it is of
utmost importance about how
we are going to develop the program for “Improving Archery Performance Through
Goal Setting.” It is part of the plan, and we don’t
operate without a plan.
Nearly all shooters will alternate practice routines
through just three common methods, mostly because
there are volumes written about these three methods.
I even addressed another method in Chapter 18,
called the “Blind Bale Method.” I’ll address this
again, only with yet another wrinkle in it this goaround. I’ve learned a few new tricks and techniques
over the course of the past few years!
The first, and most common, practice routine is
to shoot two ends for “warm up,” then shoot a scoring

“If your scores haven’t
been at that level of
expertise before you
arrive at the tournament,
then they aren’t likely to
show up at the tournament. If you don’t have
your “A” game beforehand, it isn’t likely to
magically appear at the
tournament.”

Alleviating the Boredom Indoors
The indoor season is a long one. It is also very difficult to maintain concentration for the length of a
round while having to shoot five arrows within four
minutes for the NFAA face, or three arrows within
two minutes for the Vegas target face. Add to this that
you also have to adjust to having a “tight” spot on the
10
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round of 60 or 30 arrows and go home. A second
practice routine in common use and commonly
taught is to use the “10-yard” routine on a reduced
size target, and scoring the round in the same manner. The third common practice routine is to shoot
one or two practice ends on “blank bale” to re-familiarize yourself with proper shooting technique and
redevelop muscle memory, thereby attempting to
automate the shot process. Then go to the target to
see how you score. A variant is to shoot two or three
arrows blank bale, then two on the target, and then
back to blank bale, switching back and forth to try to
“memorize” the feel. There is nothing wrong with
these methods. In the long run, however each one of
them can and will lead to boredom, and if things don’t
go well, to frustration because of not getting things
“perfect” and working right at full distance. Archers
often fail to realize that, in order to improve, a new
comfort zone must be established, which is one of the
main intents to having you practice up close and work
your way back to full yardage after you reach a certain
comfort level.
Setting Plans, Goals and Benchmarks
Before we even start this, however, I really think you
should begin this indoor season with a written plan
and establish a series of written
goals that fit into this written
plan. Yes, I know it is time consuming to sit down and write
goals and plans but, if you don’t,
you will soon find yourself in the
same old rut as you have had for
past indoor seasons and accomplish little if any real improvement. Why would you want to knowingly continue to
do the same old thing the same old way (expecting
different results!)? That is exactly what is going to
happen if you go into this year’s indoor season on the
same beaten path that has beaten you every other
indoor season in your career thus far. Remember the
fact that you can only control the present and can only
control the arrow that is on the string right now.
Remember thinking the shot process with “I will execute this shot with proper back tension.” Then you
will shoot one shot sixty times instead of 60 different
shots over the course of the single round. I must add
here that this same process works for outdoor field,
target, and yes, even 3-D shooting too!
Yes, I’m saying that you need to sit right down
and write yourself a letter and define exactly what it is

you want to do differently. Write down exactly what,
at this moment, you think your most pressing problem areas are and then prioritize them. Then, under
each of those perceived problems, write down a plan
to attack them, one at a time, and establish a time
frame to complete them, and set a goal of what you
expect to do. Remember that a goal must be
Reasonable, it must be Achievable, and it must be
Measurable. This gives you a standard of comparison
based upon performance and not upon opinion or
memory. The goal must also be realistic. If you are a
shooter with a highest personal best of 290 with 35
X’s; don’t be for setting a goal such as, “I will shoot a
60X 300 on or before January 31,” because that isn’t
realistic. If you set your goals too lofty and fail to
achieve them, it isn’t long until you give up and abandon that goal.
What is Going to Differ with “Improving Archery
Performance Through Goal Setting?” There is nothing
wrong with setting short term goals that lead up to a
long-term goal. Once you have these baby steps for
improvement written, then you should sit down and
write your calendar of events that you intend to compete in for this coming season. Why do I not have you
setting the schedule first, and then making a plan to
fit the schedule of events? The reason to take a look
at the calendar last is to get you
to go back and check the plan
and your goals to see just how
realistic you were in your first
assessment. Always keep in mind
that anything new normally
takes at least 21 days of practice
to initially become incorporated
into your form and/or shot
sequence. Then recall, also, that, and this is most
important to make note of: under pressure you are likely to regress to your old methods and regress to your old
comfort zone. Also remember that there are going to
be some highs and some lows during the
learning/memorizing process. You will have good
days and you will have not so good days. The big
thing to avoid is changing something when you have
a bad day. One thing at a time, one step at a time, rush
jobs are not part of this matrix.
Thus, by setting the calendar last and then going
back to the goals, you can do a better job the second
time of fitting and prioritizing the items into a more
reasonable plan. You will naturally shoot for the moon
the first time through, and then, once you see your

“Archers often fail to
realize that, in order to
improve, a new comfort
zone must be
established.”
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calendar afterwards, you should be able to more easily come back to reality. Obviously, if you think you
have to adjust your bow hand position and the angle
of your release hand and to change your draw length
and anchor, and your first tournament is in 45 days,
you aren’t going to be even close to getting all that
accomplished effectively. So, you set your priorities,
taking one step at a time, and accept the fact that in
45 days, you will go to the tournament with the goal
of having your draw length and new anchor point
established and well practiced (those two are closely
related, and one affects the other, so can be combined)
and be working on your bow hand position and
release hand positioning in your shot sequence, since
bow hand position and then release hand position follow in sequence. You must realize that often times a
different draw length may well mean your anchor
point can stay the same! Often times the draw length
change, if needed is more for better elbow positioning, or bow shoulder and body alignment, it doesn’t
always affect one’s anchor point at all.
Thus, in the first 21 days of this 45 day course,
you should have a good handle on that new draw
length and anchor (assuming you don’t up and change

it every day). You’ll also have some practice rounds in
that show this is working or not working. If the draw
length is good and you can see the improvement by
looking at the pictures, scores, and data, then you now
have the remaining 24 days to work on that everimportant bow hand and release hand positioning.
(Remember that placement of the bow hand can radically affect draw length). So, without pressing yourself beyond your means, in 45 days you could, with
diligent practice and by not changing things during
every practice or scoring session be well on your way
to accommodating a new draw length and anchor.
Plans and goals need to be evaluated and adjusted on a regular basis. Write down your successes and
non-successes, but whatever you do, don’t dwell on
the negatives. Dwell on the positives. Set your goals
accordingly.
Write down your goal for each and every practice
session and make a plan: For example: “Tonight, my
plan is to attempt to come into my “to anchor draw
length” with a relaxed setup on every shot. If not, I’m
going to stop, let down and start over. My goal is for
no more than 10 let downs out of 60 times drawing
the bow.” Use a counter to count how many let downs

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available in Better Bookstores and Online
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you have that evening. If you don’t make goal of 50/60
goal-meeting shots, then say so, but write down how
many let downs you do have. Then, it makes the next
session easier to evaluate. If you had 15 let downs last
time, then your goal for this time becomes no more
than 12 let downs. You have to be tough about this
and don’t even try to “recover it” if it isn’t right. This
takes time and diligence, but even something as simple as a relaxed to anchor draw length/anchor is measurable, isn’t it? You also must write this down in your
journal so that you can track your progress. If you are
diligent about this, it is just like form and shot
sequence items; keeping that journal with its plans,
goals and benchmarks in it becomes a habit.
Before I leave for now, I need to tell you something that is going to provide you not only with a
huge challenge, but will get some fun back into your
practice regimen. No, it does not involve my “Blind
Bale” exercise which has the goal of shooting a 25/25
with your eyes closed. That comes later. But first, the
beginning challenge is going to be:
1. You are going to shorten the distance to 10 yards.
You will shoot for normal scoring, on the fullsized NFAA 5-spot target until you shoot five
consecutive 300’s without touching the dark blue
with any shot(s). You need to document (write
down in your logbook (for now) each score with
the date, the score for each end, and take a photo
of the target with the date on it. For some of you,
this will mean five full 60-arrow rounds. However,
I’ll bet that for a lot of you, it will involve more
than that! If you shoot any arrows out of the bullseye or touch the blue, the count starts over. The 5
“inside out” 300’s must be consecutive, not accumulative! Keep track of your X-count as well. I’ll
bet you already have an idea as to the next goal,
haven’t you?
2. Once you have accomplished the five consecutive
inside out 300’s (not touching the dark blue with
any shots), your next goal is to shoot 5 consecutive
60X 300’s on a full sized NFAA 5-spot target face
from a distance of ten yards. Keep track of your
“inside-out X’s.”
Gee, do you feel like you are going back to the
Cub Division or something? Yep, you are. I’m telling
most of you that achieving the first one will be challenge enough, but getting that second goal? You
might find yourself working on it for awhile.
Last, it is okay for you to go ahead with your normal league shooting and tournament schedule.
However, you should work on this “10-yard game” a
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few times a week. Don’t cheat on this. It is important
to work on it as prescribed.
In my next article, I’ll discuss how to set up tracking graphs and log data and by then, you will have
some rounds and results to place upon the graphs you
will make. You will indeed be eating this elephant one
bite at a time. What is fun about the graphs is that
you will have a “picture” of your progress, your ups
and downs, and maybe even a pattern will develop
that you weren’t aware of but will now be able to see.
We also intentionally set aside the topic of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in this article. We will be
discussing those types of motivation in the next article. I wanted to go through a few other things to
refresh your memories and tell you how it is first and
then get you started on a path to “Improving Archery
Performance Through Goal Setting.”
Goal #1 To shoot 5 consecutive 300 scores on a fullsized NFAA 5-spot target without any
arrows touching the dark blue at ten yards.
Goal #2 (Once goal one is achieved) At a distance of
10 yards, to shoot 5 consecutive 60X 300’s
on a full sized NFAA 5-spot target at ten
yards).
Enjoy “trying” to shoot those five consecutive
300’s at a full-sized face at 10 yards, and then going
for the goal of five consecutive 60X-300’s at a full
sized target at 10 yards. This will not be as easy as you
think! However, at 10 yards this goal fits the R-A-M
Program for most compound-release shooters. It isn’t
a walk in the park, however.
Tom Dorigatti

Coaches! Please
consider joining the Archery
Coaches Guild to help shape
the future of coaching!
www.archerycoachesguild.org
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Having an Active
Thumb and Little
Finger While Holding
a Release Aid
by Larry Wise
If you shoot a compound bow with a handheld
release aid, your body is trying to tell you something.
Chest Muscles And Your Hand
In his book “Anatomy Trains,” Thomas W. Myers
describes the Superficial Front Arm Line (SFAL) as
originating in the pectoralis major which attaches to
the chest “from the clavicle to the middle ribs.” On
the back side it continues with the latissimus dorsi
completing “nearly an entire circle of attachments”
(see illustration to help identify these muscles). From
there it links to muscles of the inside upper arm,
inside forearm, into the palm and then fingers.
The Deep Front Arm Line (DFAL) begins in the
pectoralis minor attached to the 3rd, 4th and 5th ribs
underneath the pectoralis major. Then it continues
through the clavipectoral fascia, down the upper arm,
into the forearm and into the thumb.
Simply stated, your thumb and pinky fingers are
attached to your chest muscles. Activating the thumb
and/or little finger contracts the pectoralis major and
minor. This chest/side contraction then acts to inhibit the rotational action of the draw elbow about the
shoulder joint when the rhomboids, levator scapulae,
and trapezius muscles (the muscles in your back that
14

create “back tensions”) contract on the back-side.
Relaxing the thumb and/or little finger, therefore, will
enhance chest expansion and the ability of the contracted back muscles to exert the desired rotational
force on the elbow. In other words, it helps your elbow
get “into line.”
Release Hand Pronation
When you rotate your release hand so that your
thumb points downward and the back of your hand is
against your face you are also contracting the pectoralis major muscle. This contraction again inhibits
the desired elbow rotation created with proper back
tension. The release hand must be held no more than
20-degrees from horizontal to avoid any medial rotation of the arm.
Fisting Knuckles
Making a fist by bending the large knuckles contracts
a host of forearm muscles. This action affects both the
SFAL and the DFAL which, as mentioned before,
contract the pectoralis muscle groups, contracts the
chest and inhibits the desired elbow rotation of proper back tension.
Archery Focus

What is Best
always work, even when
Our bodies are telling us
your elbow is nowhere
that using a triggerless
near where it should be.
release aid, such as a
This means your form
hinge release, is preferable
can drift quite far from
to using one that requires
optimal and you will have
use of the thumb or little
no clue that it has done
finger to trigger it. Also,
so.
setting such a release up
Getting immediate
so that it “trips” the shot
feedback upon your
exactly after your elbow
archery form is invaluable
gets in line (instead of
if you are looking to score
when your hand, fingers, The Pectoralis major (shown left) originates at the sternum and clale at very high levels. Proper
attaches to Humerus and ribs. Primary actions include: shoulder use of your release hand is
or wrist rotate it) gives and
flexion, horizontal shoulder flexion, upward diagonal flexion, and
you immediate feedback
where you begin when
downward diagonal flexion. The Pectoralis minor (shown on the
on your form. If your right) originates at the ribs and attaches to the Scapula. It’s primary finding form flaws that
function is depression of the Scapula. Each side of the body has one of
release isn’t going off easare affecting arrow groups
each of these.
ily, it is because your
at the target. So use your
elbow is not getting in line with the arrow or not hand anatomy as described, refine your technique and
rotating about the shoulder joint because of hand then you’ll get proper feedback when tuning your
misuse.
bow.
That bigger problem is “Triggering” a hinge
release by rotating the handle is a technique that will

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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What Women
Want in an
Archery Instructor
by Shana Nielsen
I had been wanting to write a post about my
USA Archery Level 2 Instructor course, but every
time I went to write it, I got hung up on this topic. A
nice and knowledgeable gentleman introduced himself to the class by saying “So many women are getting into archery and hunting these days. I feel like I
have a lot to offer and I want to be able to teach them
and help them.” (I paraphrased this as I didn’t record
his words exactly.)
I started to scoff. I didn’t know him well yet, and
I figured he was seeing dollar signs in the influx of
new archers and the girls influenced by movies such
as Brave and Hunger Games. I didn’t think he was
genuine, and that was partly due to my beginnings in
archery and partly due to the thought that kept creeping into my head. Does he even know what a woman
wants or needs in an archery instructor?
My first archery instructor was
a guy who had been shooting compound for decades. I was shooting
Barebow Recurve, and pretty set in
the opinion that I wanted to stay
Barebow Recurve at that point in
time. That was the first mismatch.
He didn’t know enough to help me
beyond the very, very basics. And I
didn’t know enough to know he
didn’t know enough to help me.
Never once was the “what do you
want to get out of archery” question asked. And that question is a
really, really important one. Even if
the answer is just “I want to have
fun or blow off steam.”
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I didn’t want to pretend I was Katniss Everdeen
while never shooting farther than eight meters. I
wanted other things. I wanted more. Which meant I
needed someone who had slightly more knowledge
with recurves than how to pick one up and hold it.
Speaking of which, during those first three or
four lessons I bow slapped my bow arm repeatedly. I
turned my left arm black, blue, purple, green, and yellow for weeks on end. People at work became alarmed
if I wore short sleeves.
And because of who I am and what I wanted out
of archery, I wouldn’t stop shooting even when the
pain was pretty severe. I distinctly remember a lesson
in which Instructor #1 said I was shooting well. I was
grouping pretty nicely! And I didn’t want to stop
shooting because I was doing so well! But every time
I shot, I bow slapped my arm with 28 pounds of draw
force. I didn’t break the skin, but I
came close. And this was after he
knew I was having this problem.
At the very end he asked if I had
slapped myself. I told him yes,
every shot.
I think that scared him, honestly.
Look. Women can be tough.
Driven. And those of us participating in what are traditionally
men’s sports, like hunting, don’t
want men to think we are somehow less up to the task. Which
means, unless you “the man who is
an archery instructor” make clear
that archery isn’t supposed to be
Archery Focus

painful, we may not tell you when something is going
wrong.
So, it’s important for you to know enough about
a particular style of archery to be able to teach the
basics. And it’s important for you as a coach to know
when your student has outstripped that knowledge. Pass
them on to someone who knows
more. Or, talk to archers in other
disciplines and expand your
knowledge so that you can help
your student grow. Take some
lessons of your own! But don’t
pretend like you know what
you’re doing when you don’t.
You’ll only wind up hurting your
student. Be proactive in checking in with new students on problem areas. Don’t assume they’ll tell you
if something hurts, make sure they aren’t being hurt.
I made Instructor #1 nervous. He was uneasy
around me. It showed in the way he stuttered or
stumbled over words. It became even more apparent
when he couldn’t discuss parts of my anatomy and
how they impacted my archery practice. Dudes,
women have breasts. Women who are well endowed
have breasts large enough to impact how they move

their arms or hold their bow. Women may have trauma in their past that make them react differently to
the bowstring touching the side of their breast. I’m a
38G. Let’s just get the uncomfortable stuff out of the
way. I had to learn how to maneuver my arms around
my boobs. I also had to spend a
week or more of conscious effort
to not move away from or hold
the bow string away from my
chest. My current coach has,
from the beginning, been very
good about this. She’s been good
about pointing out ahead of time
where the string would touch.
How it might be uncomfortable.
She never let the string catch me
off guard. But more importantly, she never made it
out to be a big thing. Anatomy is anatomy. Archers
are part of their weapon. Our bodies make up a large
piece of the weapon we are shooting. So if you’re not
comfortable with bodies, fat ones, slim ones, well
endowed ones, and tiny ones, then maybe you should
stick with coaching just guys.
If you wind up with a female student who gets

“But every time I shot, I
bow slapped my arm with
28 pounds of draw force.
I didn’t break the skin,
but I came close. And this
was after he knew I was
having this problem.”

Continued on the Page 19

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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even somewhat serious about her sport, and you are
her male coach, you will eventually have to have an
uncomfortable discussion regarding two things, chest
guards and sports bras. Chest guards fit women very
differently from men. Visit the Artebo website and
look at all the different measurements they take for a
custom chest guard for women. Are you comfortable
talking about those measurements with your student?
Even if they don’t want a custom chest guard, you’ll
need to be aware that whatever you choose together
will fit her differently than it does a man. It may ride
up more, or shift. She may need a larger size to
accommodate her cup size, but then have to shorten
the strap that goes around her chest or over her shoulder, or both. Remember my measurement from earlier? I don’t currently wear a chest guard even though
I’ve gotten to the point that I need one. Because I
refuse to wear one that doesn’t fit me well. The last
thing I need at a tournament is to be yanking my
chest guard back into place constantly.
And yes. You’ll need to talk sports bras. As in, the
right one makes archery a lot easier. The wrong one
makes it harder. Or at least less comfortable. A good
sports bra, like Enell, can help immensely with posture. And good posture is imperative for good form.
An ill fitting or poor supporting sports bra just doesn’t help.
These are not the only issues facing women
archers and their coaches. Differences in posture and

center of gravity, hand size for selecting tabs, and
choices in footwear are only a few more. But they are
probably the most prevalent faced by new women
archers looking for a coach.

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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The Bulletproof
Musician
A Mental Program Review
by Brent Harmon
You are on the line at a major tournament only
to find yourself groping in the dark of your own mind
abandoned by the archery skills you have spent innumerable hours honing just for this moment. Your
practice scores handily outstrip your competition
scores. You cannot summit the next scoring plateau
despite repeated, tantalizing ascents towards it. You
arrive at the execution phase of your shot only to find
routinely something in the way. Welcome to the mental aspects of archery!
If you see yourself in any way described above, or
if you wonder what is all this carrying on about the
“mental game,” then you are ready for another set of
equipment that you can’t buy used and that doesn’t go
out of style. The resources for addressing the mental
issues of archery are few and far between despite the
great need, notwithstanding the lip service paid by
both archers and coaches alike.
Because the number of programs designed specifically for archers is so few, we often look farther afield
for help and in this case it is material designed for
musicians. The similarities between musicians
and archers are quite
great. Both are individual
performers who have to
perform right next to
other performers, often
on a large stage, and are
individually responsible
for their performances.
With his online program,
Bulletproof
Musicianv, Dr. Noa
Kageyama provides the
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uninitiated with concepts and a vocabulary to give
definition to what is often nebulous to archers and
musicians alike. He then proceeds to outline strategies
to grasp it for yourself. The title alone announces that
this is not a sports-specific program; rather it is
directed at musicians who encounter the same sorts of
performance anxieties and loss of control as do athletes, including archers.
Dr. Kageyama breaks down the mental facet of
performance into the following Skills: (1) Energy; (2)
Preparation; (3) Confidence; (4) Courage; (5)
Concentration; (6) Focus; and (7) Resilience. It is no
mistake that Dr. Kageyama characterizes them as
“skills” as he insists that they are learnable. To learn
these skills he offers various drills, some of which are
not practicable for archers, but many appear adaptable
for our use. Furthermore, to underscore the
skill/acquisition nature of his program, Dr. Kageyama
opens Bulletproof Musician with a pre-test in order to
establish a baseline, the better to gauge your progress
throughout the program and to highlight any glaring
weaknesses, making it
easier to address them.
While there is an
inherent
momentum
when following the program step-by-step as laid
out by Dr. Kageyama, one
is invited to dip in and out
of chapters according to
one’s needs and/or interests. The pre-test can
serve as a guide in this
regard: a useful strategy
Continued on the Next Page
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http://my.bulletproofmusician.com/beyond-practicing-2/
US $229/$249

might be to buttress one’s weak area(s) first before
proceeding to those less immediately critical. To facilitate working through the materials comprehending
the Bulletproof Musician program, Dr. Kageyama provides options for downloading a printable version of
the web-based materials, as well as an audio version of
his narration. Thus, the excuse of preferring some
other format is removed!
Following a presentation of the foundational
material, Dr. Kageyama wends through skills/drills
and noteworthy asides before fleshing out the kernel
of each section with a reliance upon sports psychology and related scientific inquiry. Bulletproof Musician
is no dressed-up home brew! For example, when following the course online there are ample resources to
consult further at the conclusion of each section, and
Dr. Kageyama has likewise generously provided a list
of reading material that helped inform his program. A
forum of previously asked questions and the possibility of additional direct feedback from Dr. Kageyama
himself makes Bulletproof Musician more of a living
thing, too.
I received free access to Bulletproof Musician for a
limited time in order to review the program. I believe
that it is worth the price of admission for the performance-minded archer who may be grappling with
mental issues or stalled development, as well as for the
enterprising coach who seeks to better serve their students.
In total, this course represents a well-lit pathway
for taking your initial steps into the world of the
“mental game of archery” by establishing basic vocabulary and recommended tenets to follow through the
provided drills. The next steps, and how rigorously
you apply them, are up to you!
Beyond Practicing v. 2: Bulletproof Musician
Noa Kageyama, Ph.D.
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What Will You Learn?
Skill #1 Energy Regulation
(How to Regulate Your Stress Response)
Skill #2 Preparation
(How to Practice (More) Effectively)
Skill #3 Confidence
(How to Build Confidence (without lying to yourself )
Skill #4 Courage
(How to Increase Courage and Trust in Your Abilities)
Skill #5 Concentration
(How to Quiet the Critic in Your Head)
Skill #6 Focus
(How to Develop Ironclad Attentional Control)
Skill #7 Resilience
(How to Cut Down on Mistakes and Bounce back
Without Missing A Beat)

Dr. Noa Kageyama

The Course consists of a Performance Skilled
Inventory that helps structure how you address the
rest of the course. Then there are PDF Skills workbooks covering each of the seven skills, these are
accompanied by over nine hours of Skills Video presentations, which can also be downloaded into a personal device (smart phone, etc.) as audio
presentations. You also get to ask questions of Dr.
Kageyama directly (the length of time you get this
service depends on the pay level. Course comes with a
money back guarantee!
Archery Focus

Two Hot Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Has Archery Books
for Kids and Their Parents!

Do you know new young archers or
parents of new archers?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

Archery Focus
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The Mental Game:
Focus/Concentration
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
The wonderful television coverage that we all
enjoyed during the 2012 Olympic Archery competition provided us an excellent opportunity to experience the competition in a way never before possible.
We were able to see, up close and personal, the struggles and triumphs of the world’s greatest archers during the most stressful conditions imaginable on the
world stage.
Regardless of which tools from the list below the
archers may have used in preparation for the games
you can be sure that concentration and focus played a
major role during the competition.
The Tools
Focus/Concentration
Controlled Breathing
Progressive Relaxation
Mental Imagery
Positive Self-Talk
Positive Affirmations
Comfort Zones
Resetting Your Thermostat
Managing Conscious Thought – During the Shot
Focus/Concentration
Concentration (definition): the act or process of concentrating, especially the fixing of close, undivided
attention.
The key here is to develop the ability to shift your
natural recognition of the input provided by all of
your six senses to focus on not only the input from
one sense but to one specific item with that one sense.
What do I mean? You find yourself at tourna22

ment where competition is about to begin and you’re
eating a banana, you’re hearing your favorite new song
playing on the PA system, you’re watching a really hot
chick put her bow together, when a really beautiful
girl walks by and brushes up against you. You notice
she’s sporting what must be the most wonderful perfume you’ve ever smelled when two blasts of the whistle call you to the line, one blast begins the
competition and suddenly you find yourself alone on
the line and the only thing you are aware of is the center of the gold on your target as you begin the execution of your first shot. So: tasting, hearing, seeing,
feeling, and smelling are reduced to just seeing.
Okay? Well it sounds simple enough and some of
you will find it easy to do based on your past experience…but some of you will need to fine tune your
ability to concentrate so I have included some exercises at the end of this recommended to develop concentration.
Fine Tune Your Receiver To make this concept easier to understand I want you to recall the last time you
were in the practice room. If you are anything like me
when you enter the practice room your skills of observation are heightened. You notice everyone who is
there, anything interesting that people are wearing, the
music being played, if anyone has a new bow or arrows
and you hear parts of all conversations and zero in on
anyone telling a joke. Observation skills are hitting on
all cylinders and since you can put your bow together,
complete your warm up stretches and actually start
practicing at the same time you are truly putting your
incredible skills of multi-tasking on display.
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I suggest that all of this is fine until the moment
you step to the line. At that time I want the power of
concentration to turn everything we just talked about
into white noise and you laser focus to see only the “x”
that we are about to destroy.
After all, concentration means that we are
focused upon just one thing, to the exclusion of all
else. The concentration and focus we develop in order
to perfect our shot can be transferred to all activities
that are worthy of our attention. Listening to an
important lecture, taking a test, performing surgery or
preparing a rebuttal in court.
The point I am so awkwardly trying to make is
that this skill is one that will improve your efficiency,
effectiveness and success in many areas of your life
outside of the sport of Archery and competition in
general.
Learn to Control Your Thoughts The main stumbling block to concentration is the inevitable distraction we get from our own thoughts. It is random,
uninvited thoughts that distract you from achieving
pure concentration. The only solution is learning to
control and quiet your thoughts. The first thing to be
aware of is that you do have the choice to welcome or
reject those thoughts; you should not feel a helpless
victim of our own mind. If you are trying to execute
the perfect shot it is counterproductive to try to think
yourself through each of step of the shot while trying
to perform. Instead, practice your shooting to the
point that the physical actions required to execute the
perfect shot are automatic or facilitated. A lobotomy
would be good for tournament archers but since that
would not be legal. . . . Choose to put something in
your mind rather than allowing random thoughts to
enter. My all time favorite once I touch my anchor is
simply a countdown . . . Three . . . Two . . . One . . .
while you finish the shot. It’s almost too simple, but it
works. Don’t concern yourself too much with this
concept now as we will revisit it later in another article.
Practice Concentration is an activity like any
other. Clearly the more we practice it, the better our
concentration will become. We wouldn’t expect to be
a strong runner without doing some training.
Similarly, concentration is like a muscle, the more we
exercise it the stronger it becomes. There are specific
concentration exercises we can do, such as focusing on
a small point of an object; but life itself presents innumerable opportunities to sharpen your concentration.
The key is to always take opportunities to heighten
your power of concentration.
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Meditation The practice of meditation will definitely improve your powers of concentration.
Actually, when we try to meditate, it is concentration
that is the first thing you need to master. A daily period of meditation gives you the chance to work specifically on concentration techniques. This can involve
concentrating on your breathing or the relaxation of
specific muscles in your body. These exercises are but
a start and will be built on in a future article.
Physical Alertness The power of your concentration depends a lot upon your physical well-being. If
you are tired, unhealthy or distracted by petty annoyances and minor ailments, concentration will be more
difficult. Concentration is obviously still possible, it is
just more difficult. However, we have to try to make
life easy for ourselves; we need to give a high priority
to our physical health – getting sufficient sleep and
staying physically fit. Establishing an exercise program will help develop your concentration. It will
help if you lose excess weight and clear your mind. If
you struggle to concentrate, work first on improving
your health and fitness level which will, in turn, help
you to develop your power of concentration.
Concentration Drills
Here are some basic drills to help build your ability to
concentrate.
9 Card Drill Take the 2 through 10 of any suit of
playing cards and place them face down in random
order in three rows. Turn the cards up one at a time to
view them briefly. Distract yourself for one minute.
Then try to turn the cards over in order, from low
value to high. You can increase the difficulty by
adding more cards.
The Grid Make a grid, on the computer, 10
columns x 10 rows. Then have someone else fill the
grid with numbers from 1 to 100 in random order.
Once complete, your drill is to find 1thru 100 in order
in the shortest amount of time, checking them off as
you find them. Naturally, the best way to do this is
with a partner or in a group who share your goal to
improve your focus and concentration. To shorten the
timing of this exercise have everyone search for a
series of numbers, such as 17 thru 31. Competition
with others will drive your improvement.
The Written Word This one you can do by yourself with any book. Open the book to any page and
recite the alphabet as you find words that begin with
“a” then “b” and so on. I don’t care if you don’t find
and “x” or “z” or if you only go half way through the
Continued on the Next Page
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alphabet. The point is to blast through what you do
find as fast as you can without hesitation.
Archery Concentration Drills
These are archery-specific drills to help build your
ability to focus/concentrate.
The Color Drill Put a piece of electrical tape from
left to right across a target face right through the middle of the ten. From the normal shooting line go to
full draw on the coaches command. After 2 seconds
the coach will call a color and you will shoot at the
tape in that color within 3 seconds. You can also just
cut a 3˝ wide strip of target, including the gold, to use
in the same manner. When you think you’ve got that
down, try straight up and down and for even more fun
try it diagonally.
The No Holds Barred Drill You may have heard
about the torture we have done to archers at JMU in
previous years in the name of training for concentration. It started in the early 1970’s when I was on the
team. You would go about trying to shoot your normal practice scoring round with an A Line and a B
Line. When the A Archers were shooting the B

Archers were allowed to distract them in any way they
wanted as long as the archer and his equipment were
not touched. That meant whispering sweet nothings
or blowing in ears, shouting at the archers, calling
them names, questioning their value as human beings
as well as anything else you could think of to break
their concentration. Then when B Archers went to
the line the A Archers were allowed to return the
favor. This ends up being more of a test than training
for improvement but I can tell you that it has helped
us more than once in shooting team rounds over the
years.
While writing and teaching about Concentration and
Focus is not as cool or sexy as some of the topics in
Mental Training it is an integral part, none the less,
and I feel it is important to start here as it is simply
one of the most necessary skills to master on our way
to the top of the podium.
Thanks for spending this time with me. I look
forward to seeing you on the shooting field.

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won
numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition, as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993
FITA World Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no
longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding
techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and
which are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use
in field archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in
unmarked shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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No w Ava ilable!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!
Archery Focus
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Getting to 500:
Motivation
by Simon Needham and Steve Ruis
Background This is the second article from Simon and
Steve on how to elevate serious competitive archers to
higher scoring levels. The first article explored the use
of the Ranking Round as a gauge of scoring level. The
first stage, we decided, was to get our charges to the
500 level on this 720 point round. This initial discussion, getting to 500, will take more than one article.
Simon and Steve

Simon Begins
As a coach your time will need to be split between all
the students you are coaching. The more successful
you are, the better you will need to manage your time.
This starts by ensuring that both you and your students are clear on why you are ‘in Archery.’ This starts
with ensuring that you know
your own mind and the commitment you are prepared to put to
coaching at this time. This, as
with tuning, can be revisited
periodically to ensure you at the
top of your game. For your students, their motivation will be a
significant part of the consideration you give to taking them on, then supporting and
enhancing them. Managing the support for your
pupils could be split by using time basis, ability, who
you find easy to work, or who wears the red Jumper!
You need to have a plan, so you can give your best
to all your students.
Coach (noun): Someone who enables a student to
reach their potential.

Motivation
Sounds easy, it’s just a word. But I believe it is the key
ingredient to being successful for both yourself as a
coach and especially for the archer-athlete.
I believe that in finding out what motivates you
first, will give you a better understanding of the direction you want to take. Here are a series of questions to
help you clarify just this:
Why do you want to coach? Once you have determined why you want to coach, this will help in turn
with apportioning your time, to enable you to give
your coaching direction of focus, to those student that
will benefit the most.
How much time are you willing to put towards
your coaching? Put your own house in order. For
yourself, decide how much time
you are willing or able to put
towards coaching. If you are a
part-time coach, the time available may well be partly determined by the hours you work at
your ‘real’ job. For those who are
full time coaches, it does not
mean that you are coaching from
when you get up until you go to bed! In all cases you
will need personal time for yourself whether that is
just getting the other things in life done: eating,
cleaning, shopping or spending quality time with your
family and friends. Deciding how much time and
when, will be a contributory factor in determining
how many students you are able to effectively coach.
Times for this are likely, on the whole, to be outside

“When a student understands that you both are
working to realize these
desires, it will be key to
building a trusting rapport.”
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of ‘normal’ working hours, as
many of your students may be
either working or in education.
How many can you handle?
Before taking on any new students you need to firstly decide
how many you can realistically
coach effectively, with the time
you have allocated, however
good you are, splitting your time
between too many students
could well mean they reach
mediocrity. You also need to consider what level you want or feel you are able to coach
to. You may see your role as introducing people to the
sport and giving them a great start, doing this you
may be able to have quite a large student base. The
higher level you coach to, may also be a factor to consider in determining the amount of students you have.

achieve their potential. It is up to
you to find the things that will
motivate them and as a coach
your aim to get all your students
to that potential. Those students
that are well motivated will listen
to what you say, will work on the
improvements that you feel will
benefit their technique, and
improve.
On initial contact with new
students, in exploring their motivation behind wanting to be
coached, will enable you to understand what drives
them. In turn you will be able to explain, why you are
motivated to coach. When a student understands that
you both are working to realize these desires, it will be
key to building a trusting rapport.

550
500

Taking on New Students
Note The basis of this would apply to current students
as well.
It might seem a bit harsh, but talented students
who are not sufficiently motivated will probably not

Realising Their Potential
The first area to work on with each of your students will be what motivates that individual to come
along to practice and compete. To start with you may
find that individuals have a single desire that has got
Continued on the Next Page

Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?
In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches at all levels.
Topics include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why it is
imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different
personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and balanced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice effectively, how compound bows mislead archers, how to use video, what’s
wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and much,
much more, More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published before.
Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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them on the road to success. That’s great, but you
need to build strong supplementary motivational
desires to sustain the drive to succeed.
Here are some examples of such motivations:
Be the best
Travel the world
Meet other like minded people
Shop the world
Perfect the shot
Win everything
Get away from home
Kudos
Go away with friends
To please others (Family, etc. not so good as a primary motivator as strong motivators generally
needs to be for the benefit of the individual)
Money
Way of life - Archery Bum
To be the best they can be
Personal achievement
Join the archery family
Make you happy
Make them happy
Want a world ranking
Win the Olympics
Because they have a natural flair for it
The list goes on with what on the surface some may
be initially seems to you to be an odd reason for persevering.
If you can understand what motivates each of
your students to come to archery from the start, it can
give you a great insight to what makes them ‘tick.’
This can give you, initially, a feeling for whether they
will benefit from your guidance, or if they should pursue other interests. Enabling people who have a
strong basis of motivational desire, helps to ensure
that they are not wasting their time and money. More
importantly, your time, that could otherwise have
been spent on dedicated archers.
In finding additional motivational levers for each
individual you will hopefully ensure that they continue to be engaged with the sport. They will need revisiting regularly to ensure that they have not been
gained or no longer provide the incentive that they
used to. You will need to ensure to work into the individuals motivational plan, that they have a board base
of motivators that will allow them to be their very
best. If their initial primary motivational desire is to
be the best in their State, that will make them work.
Then suggest what is beyond that, country, continent,
Olympics. At the level they are at the moment these
28

may seem far away dreams, but if the individual succeeds that’s where they may end up.
Goal Setting
It would seem on the surface that the list for motivating someone is the same as goal setting, they are
intertwined but are not the same thing. Motivations
are the dreams that make them work to succeed ,
goals are how they get there! You can set a terrific set
of reasonable “stepped” goals that will get the best
results, but if the individual does not have the motivational desire they will not succeed.( to be dealt with
at a later date)
The Student Deal
The deal is, if they work, you will coach them, if they
are unwilling to work they can move aside for ones
that are. If it is mutually acceptable to both parties
that you will be their coach, then you should be the
only one to implement changes to their training, they
must be very clear about this point. You should welcome suggestions from archers or other coaches that
are directed directly to you, and consider what they
have observed. If the suggestions are directed to your
student then the student should bring these to you.
You can then both discuss whether any of the points
or suggestions have merit at this time. Remember you
are collaborating with your students to help them
improve, dictatorships seldom bear fruit.
Managing Your Students
Assigning your students into levels can help with
apportioning the time you spend with them, if time is
limited. One way is to divide them into three groups,
Gold, Silver, and Bronze.
Gold
In this group you have your dedicated archers, possibly those performing at a national level. These are the
ones who will do everything to get the results they
desire: following nutrition plans, do physical training,
mental training, etc. and may well be full time athletes, the working athletes who give the full commitment to the sport. These mainly have a stable
technique, that requires, on the whole, polish.
Silver
These will be part time athletes who are
unable/unwilling to train full time, possibly due to
work commitments, education financial restraints,
family, etc. They should be fairly good, well on their
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way to national level, generally stable technique that
requires polish and some improvements. They make a
good commitment with they time they are prepared
to put towards it taking into account family and work.
As detailed in the competitive archer.
Bronze
At this level are the new starts with you or ones who
are now committing less and you have dropped down
from silver level, these are the ‘want to be’s.’ That have
not quite sorted out their commitment and may well
have a lot of work to do on consolidating their technique.
In setting the levels of your students in your own
mind and giving them a clear path to success in allocating them a level, you will be able to manage your
time with the individuals in these different groups.
Gold you will be fully immersed with these you
will need to give quality time, both at the practice
field and at home going over
their training plans and archery
logs.
Silver level are the group you
will be encouraging to move to
Gold, to do this you will need
time for improving technique
helping with training plans that
will enhance the limited time
they have towards the sport.
Bronze setting them shooting tasks for strength and consistency of technique, mainly
introducing them to all the
aspects that will lead to a successful athlete, if you have a number
of bronze level you may find that by gathering them
together at the same time to explain aspects of the lesson will save time, instead of repeating the same message over and over again.
The time you commit/prioritise to these groups
should be in the order of: gold, silver and bronze. In
clarifying in your own mind where your time and priority lies, will help you give the best of yourself to
these Athletes. Taking the above factors into consideration will enable you to decide how many students
you can realistically take on.

who you are going to coach and why do they want
coaching? Then apportioning your time with each
student, with them having a firm idea of the progression they can make with the commitment they have,
knowing the commitment you will be giving them.
Once this is established, you can then move onto the
hands on coaching. It is like tuning before you set up
the bow.

Steve Continues
Building Foundations (Steve)
The process of getting to this first scoring achievement (a fairly high one, but we are talking about competitive archers) is, in my mind, all about building
foundations. Archers have achieved scores like this
and higher with deeply flawed form and execution,
which does not make the path forward any easier. It is
not a requirement that an archer have picture-perfect
form and execution, a survey of recent Olympic
champions (the men, anyway)
shows this. But the farther one is
from optimal form, the more
training is required to reach any
level of competence. And since
the archers we are working with
are often unproven, it is only
prudent to suggest that their
form and execution be as “clean”
as possible. This is not an end in
itself but a means to an end:
striving for excellent form and
execution is of value because it
can reduce the training required
to reach any level of scoring.
Also, it is axiomatic that as
one progresses, progress is harder and harder to make.
Beginners barely need to work to make a 10 point
improvement in their score average; elite archers may
work for years to achieve that. So, the more quickly
one can reach an elevated status, the sooner their
efforts go into making those hard to create point
increases.
What we are addressing in this instalment of this
series is motivation: both of the coach to coach and
the archer to practice. At the bottom edge of the student-archers we are addressing, archery coaches can
make the mistake of treating recreational archers as if
they are competitive archers (going to a competition
does not make you a competitive archer, training to
compete and win, does) and, conversely and possibly

“It would seem on the
surface that the list for
motivating someone is
the same as goal setting,
they are intertwined but
are not the same thing.
Motivations are the
dreams that make them
work to succeed , goals
are how they get there!”

Summary (Simon)
I think any coaching needs to be built from the bottom up. It starts with you, wanting to coach. Then
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a worse mistake, treating competitive archers as if
they are recreational archers. I do not think such mistakes in approach are a complete waste of everyone’s
time, but they are quite close.
It is just a fact that sometimes recreational archers
are masquerading as competitive archers and it is hard
to distinguish the one from the other. Basically, recreational archers are in it for the “fun” they can extract
and they will not do things that don’t provide just
that. So, frequent practices, boring drills, and practicing whether you “feel like it or not” are often
eschewed. So, if your archer doesn’t seem to want to
practice or doesn’t want to do drills that would really
help their game, you may be “barking up the wrong
tree;” you are trying to train a recreational archer as if
he/she were actually a competitive archer. My partner
Claudia had a very young archer she was coaching
who had to have restrictions placed upon her archery
practice. She had to do all of her school homework, all
of her household chores, all of her 4-H activities (husbanding animals for judging and sale), and her violin
practice before she could grab her bow and arrows and
head out into the yard and the practice bales. And
then she would resist being called in even when it
grew too dark to see. Now, she was a competitive
archer! But such signs are not always available to see.

Sometimes the process is a rolling one: the archer
slowly realizes that the harder they work, the more
successful they are, and they can transform from an
archer who is leaning toward being just a recreational
archer (no shame in that) toward one who is learning
how to win. Not coaching archers when they are in
the “deciding” stage is a mistake, I think. But, you
have to decide how much time you have for such student-archers. You may be better off referring them to
a colleague who is more focused on that kind of
archer.
Building a Practice Structure and Attitude We are
assuming here, for this series of articles, that you are
working with competitive archers, but that most students are still developing their goals (wanting to go to
the Olympics will not get you out of bed in the
morning as it is too amorphous a goal), so shaping a
practice regimen is something you are going to have
to help with. Coaches need to be aware of the students standing with regard to school, work, home,
and relationships in order to help balance archery
practice inside the structure of their lives. The stories
of archers shooting 400 or more arrows per day in
preparation to go to the Olympics is something that
elite archers do but is not a good idea for those farther
away from such a goal, for example.

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?
Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.
Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.
Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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So, by assigning drills and practice sessions
between lessons, the coach can gauge the willingness
of the student to work. My rule for apportioning time
is: the harder a student-archer works, the harder I will
work for them. If they want more of my time, all they
have to do is work harder. (It is the only way I found
to avoid going crazy.)
Concluding Remarks (Steve)
I will extend my ideas of building foundations into
what to teach students and how in subsequent installment, but it is critically important that the foundation
which is the archer-athlete–coach relationship be
built upon a solid foundation. Discussing goals and
making plans are signs of that the coach is taking the
archer’s goals seriously and helps to build a rapport
between them. The quality of the coach-athlete relationship determines to a great extent how much
progress the two can make and how much of that
archer’s potential they can realize.
Simon believes that “finding the motivation of
the student is the primary consideration to judging
the dedication of the student.” And “he has found, in
his experience, that it is directly related to the amount
of support the family gives to the student.” I can’t

argue with those conclusions. Although, I am not sure
how good of a judge I am regarding the motivations
of student-archers and their support teams, so for me
it is trial and test (once a scientist, always a scientist).
So, I give my student-archers tasks that are actually
tests of their motivation. For youths, I also ask their
parents to demonstrate their support (getting their
child to practice, getting them to lessons and competitions, getting them necessary equipment upgrades,
etc.) and then judge their motivation upon their performance in these areas. (Note: I am always respectful
of a family’s means; if they are of very little means I
can help them find less-expensive, used equipment I
can adapt for their archer, for example. It is not always
about how open their pocketbook is.)
I know I have hooked a live one when I get emails
from them asking for clarification (“I was doing the
drills we discussed and I need to know …”) or when
a student shows up for a lesson with their notebook
open (“Before we start, I have a few questions …”).
There are signs!
Next Getting to 500: Equipment

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com
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When Should I
Consult a Mental
Coach?
by Markus Wagner
In one of my previous articles (AFm, Vol 19 No 5,
September 2015) I wrote about the division between
technical and mental needs from my point of view,
which is that the higher the level of attainment of the
archer, the greater the need for the mental part. I have
observed that technical questions/contributions are discussed almost endlessly in archery forums. Sometimes
you can find pages of physical calculations.
No doubt these articles are helpful, useful, and even
necessary to get the most out of one’s personal equipment. Every year new bows and accessories come on the
market, and many archers are trying to get an increase
in performance by buying them and new articles pop up
as to how to take advantage of the “new” archery equipment—a new riser, which is stiffer, new limbs with an
innovative combination of materials, even smaller tolerances in the new arrows, etc. all seem to be useful things
to have. Surely the quality of our equipment has grown
a great deal and many innovations have been introduced.
After the new equipment is
set up/adjusted/tuned, it even
might help produce this
desired increase in performance and results. But have
you really got better because
of the new equipment? Or
did the “better” equipment
just cover some of your weaknesses? Or are you better
because of the fact that you
feel better? To get any kind of
proof regarding the “source”
of these improvements turns
out to be very hard indeed.
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Sure, the results (alone) count. It is also important that
your equipment is set up/adjusted/tuned as perfectly as
possible. Tiller, arrow weight, peak weight, point
weight, shorter or longer fletches, insert nocks or pin
nocks, holding weight, arrow rest, button, etc. all require
some attention. However, I have found over the years
that many archers often spend way too much time “tuning” their bows. Their focus is much too much set on
the physical aspects of shooting. Instead it should be
placed upon having proper shooting technique, because
this is more important than the equipment. And if we
develop effective form and execution, we can benefit
even more from better equipment and we will succeed
even more.
Beginners often make this mistake of spending too
much time tinkering rather than training in their form
and execution. Most certainly they are very much
inclined to try to achieve improved performance by
improving their archery
equipment instead of trying
to
improve
their
technique/skill. As always,
the biggest enemy preventing
our success stands beside the
bow.
Technique skills are
physical (aiming, anchor,
back-tension, elbow-position, releasing, breathing etc.)
and psychological (mind-set,
motivation, consciously and
unconsciously
controlled
processes etc.). That’s why so
many archers change their
equipment quicker than they
Archery Focus

change their minds.
No one doubts that archery is a very mental sport.
But mostly it is easier to improve an archer’s physical
technique (even for coaches) than it is to improve their
mental performance. The ironic thing is, as I have experienced over the years, that almost all archers recognize
that their own minds the most vulnerable point of failure. All of us intuitively know this, but few want to talk
about it. Why is this so? The answer to this question is,
as always, inside of us.
Once terms like “mental” or “psychology” are mentioned, people often feel “exposed.” Our thoughts are
pretty much the only thing we can absolutely hide from
outsiders. And many people are kind of ashamed to talk
about them with other people.
The other person could get the
impression we are weak and
imperfect. But consulting a mental coach has nothing to do with
being weak or even ill. It’s the
other way around. To consult a
mental coach one needs to be
strong and self-confident. Mental
coaching’s one, and only, goal is to
help the trainee to recognize and promote his/her
unrecognized and unused potentials, “helping them to
help themselves.”

should be honest enough to consult a mental coach. For
a coach it’s much easier to look at you from a (needed)
distance than you do. He/she can analyse even your
body language and behaviour. He/she can ask you the
kinds of questions you need to answer to realize what’s
going on in your subconscious mind, essentially to make
your subconscious processes conscious for you. He/she
will help you to place the steps in your mental routine
into the right order, plus help you find the right way to
benefit from them and succeed even more than before.
In other words, a coach can help you find your best
combination of equipment, physical skills and mental
stability.
Not only archers have these problems when thinking about the mental part of
archery. Most archery coaches are
unsure how to address mental
issues with their trainees. Most
coaches are fairly well educated
regarding technical questions. But,
at least here in Germany, the topic
of “Psychology in Archery” is
taught just a bit and aside from
anything else (strange but true).
Because of this fact, the relation between technique and
mental coaching is rather more in the direction of technique-training. Coaches will bring their trainee to a
higher level even with this kind of coaching, but not to
the highest possible level the trainee could reach if
he/she were coached as completely as possible in physical technique and mental skills.
Do archery coaches now need to study psychology
as well? I do not think that is necessary. Coaches just
need to do the same as their trainees: “Be honest with
yourself!” I never had a problem admitting my deficits
in some technical skills. That’s why I considered getting
an archery coach licence (many times). But after I spoke
with many other coaches I realized that there are quite
enough archery coaches in our clubs; what was missing
was specialists for the mental part of archery. That’s why
I choose to take the licence “Mental Coach for SportPsychology” and then a licence as “Psychological
Consultant.” As I mentioned before: “You are not a
good coach if you know a lot about archery. You are a
good coach if you are able to help you trainees to
achieve their best own potential!”
My point of view is that the mental aspect is a very
basic part of everything in our great sport. But as thin as
the border between technique and mental needs is, the
border is between psychology and philosophy is just as
thin.

“But have you really got
better because of the
new equipment? Or did
the “better” equipment
just cover some of your
weaknesses?”

So, we come to our question: “How does one know it is
time to consult a mental coach?” What does one need
to realize that triggers the need to embrace mental
coaching to improve himself? I say always: “First of all
he needs to be honest. Honest with himself about his
“status quo.” As an exercise, look at a video of your
(own) shooting and analyse it. But try to see more than
just your physical technique, try to remember what you
felt. To get into this state you can use the technique I
explained in my last article, “The Moment of
Excellence.” While you are doing this you might feel
unsure about what you are thinking and feeling. Why?
Well, perhaps you realize that something does not feel
perfect . . . and you don’t know what it is. You don’t see
the reason why some things feel wrong. But you should
not worry too much about this lack of surety; it is not
because you are stupid or not good enough. You actually know more than you think you do about these feelings, but they are mostly in your subconscious mind and
you haven’t found the right questions to tap into it. Here
we have this saying in Germany: “You don’t see the forest because of too many trees!” (Christoph Martin
Wieland) That’s all. And this exactly is the moment you
Archery Focus
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New in the
WAF Coaching Library!
L ARRY WISE
ON
COACHING ARCHERY
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Coaches

Cool Archery Freebies
You Can Provide
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
In my recent book “The Principles of
Coaching Archery, Volume 1” I ended the book
with the principle “Over deliver if you can.” Coaches
who charge for lessons and who provide excellent
service are likely to keep them coming back for
more. Even if you do not charge, it is good when
they “keep coming.” This is true if you are delivering
group lessons to kids or adults or individual lessons.
One of the things you can do to provide extra service
is to “give away” extra information and even pieces of
gear. Here are some examples to spur your imagination.

that a sizeable percentage of those “wanting” such a
handout can’t be bothered to send an email for it,
which means their interest level was very low.
Consequently, we don’t end up preparing materials
and passing them out to people who do not really
want them.
Lending Equipment
We do not recommend you lend you personal
archery equipment to your students, unless you want
to have it disappear (as it will surely do in time). If
you are inclined to have some loaners available to
your students, we do recommend this. We acquired
a supply of older, used equipment that serves this
need. We shopped for inexpensive stabilizers and
bow sights, at sales (unfortunately to many of these
were “going out of business” sales at archery shops)
and on line. Current we buy up bow sights that were
considered good or even top-of-the line 20-25 years
ago in eBay for bargain basement prices. We not
only lend these to our students (Try before you buy!)
but we will also sell them (our
policy is we sell then for what
we paid for them, but there is no
shame in making a reasonable
profit, either).

Giving Extra Information
We started out preparing handouts that we would
give to students and parents in our programs, but the
usual kinds of things happened: we would run out of
the ones we needed, people would show up and ask
for the handout from two lessons ago, etc. and even
though we had a file cabinet in our shed, it was just
too much of a hassle.
What we now do is
describe the handout to the student or parent and ask them to
send us an email requesting a
copy be emailed back to them.
We keep our business card
handy (which has the email
address on it) and we can scribble the topic of the handout on
the back.
A benefit of this practice is
Look like a finger sling to you?
Archery Focus

Freebies You Can Give Away
There are quite a few physical
things inexpensive enough that
you can afford to give them
Continued on the Next Page
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away. Here are some ideas:
Finger Slings (aka Shoelaces) We used to make
wrist slings using nylon clothesline and plastic tubing but now we just give away shoelaces. Olympians
have been seen using such “slings.” You can find
directions as to how to tie them on YouTube
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=oX0iNyXdis0
or
www.youtube.com/watch?v=2aaO7ECp9Ow for
example). In ongoing groups, once we have a cadre
of trained sling tiers, we get the “vets” to show the
“noobs” how to do it.
We tend to give out white ones. The martical
arts teachers knew what they were doing. They
instructed their students to not wash their cotton
belts. When they turned black from dirt and grime
over the years they had earned a “black belt.” Easy to
see who is using their slings. They get dirty with use.
Rope Bows You can buy a skein of nylon clothesline rope (we get ours at Home Depot as it comes in
neon bright colors) which can be cut into lengths to
make “rope bows” to practice with. The rope is cut
slightly longer than the span of the archer and then
the cut ends are melted with a butane lighter to prevent fraying. A single shoelace knot is tied in the

loose ends making a loop. The size of this loop is
adjusted so that the archer can use it as a bow substitute at full draw. (Change the size of the loop by
untying the knot and retying farther from the loose
ends (smaller) or farther (bigger). This is a helpful
training aid and an absolute must for compoundrelease archers. Release archers should never try out,
or train with, a new release on their bow. Always
start them with a rope bow.
It can be coiled up and stuffed into a pouch in
their quiver (or kept in a Zip-Loc baggie).
Arrow Pullers If you buy a roll of “anti-skid”
drawer or shelf lining material (see photo) and cut it

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel,
and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright
side, although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she
ends up a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach),
road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the
tragic death of her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains
of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow
and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds
while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her
journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com
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up into 6˝ squares you will have a pile of the world’s
best arrow pullers. Just flop a square into your
pulling hand, grab the arrow and pull. Works amazingly well. We give them away.
Notebooks We think notebooks are so important
that we give them to our archery students. An inexpensive source of small spiral-bound notebooks (so
as to fit into a quiver) was found on eBay. They don’t
have to be fancy; one batch we bought had been
printed up for a political campaign. Since they came
with a plain white back, we simply handed them to

students
with
the
backside
up
and
asked
them
to
write
their
name
on it so they could find it again if they lost it.

Know Why You Aren’t Doing Better?
So many archers are puzzled as to why they don’t do better. They want
to win but they aren’t even close to placing. They practice, they have a
good bow and good arrows, but it never seems to come together. There
are many things they are doing wrong but there is one big thing that will
change everything.If you are in this situation you may want to take a
peek at Why You Suck at Archery (and what you can do about it)
Get your copy of Why You Suck at Archery
(and what you can do about it) today!
100 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?
Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.
Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.
Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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AER Articles for Archers

Cool Archery Stuff You
Can Fashion Yourself
or Acquire Locally
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
There is always a list in every archer’s head of
the things they want to get: a new bow, different
arrows, a cool-looking quiver, a new stabilizer or Vbars, etc. Going to an archery pro shop is a kind of
proverbial “kid in the candy store” experience. But
there is a great deal of very useful things you can
acquire that doesn’t require there to be an archery shop
in your neighborhood or not available in those shops.
(We have nothing against archery shops, in fact we are
fans, it is just that so many neighborhoods do not have
one.)
Here is a list of local stores in which you can get
items useful to any archer.

• Allen wrench sets (again you need to know
whether “Standard” or “Metric”)
• adhesives (epoxies, cyanoacrylates, wood glues for
grips, etc.)
• lubricants (like Tri-Flow)
• tape measures
• small adjustable wrenches (fit–in–quiver sizes, 4˝6˝)
• plastic tubs with lids (can be used to store archeryrelated stuff )
• target pin replacements (You can use double-headed (duplex) nails or, better, nails with plastic disks
under the head (used for roofing) – about four dollars a pound. If you really have a tight budget, you
can also make pins from wire coat hangers cut and
bent into shape.)
• nylon clothesline rope (can be
cut into lengths to make “rope
bows” to practice with)

The Hardware Store
Your local hardware store can be a gold mine of
archery-related resources. Most
have the following:
• replacement hex-head and
Allen screws, etc. (Be sure to
take examples of the ones you
need to replace to get the right
sizes. You will also want to
know whether they are “Standard” or “Metric” items. If you
aren’t sure, often the store
employees can help you figure
it out.)
Every archer needs Allen wrenches.
Archery Focus

The Art Supply Store
Yep, art supply stores! Besides all
of the frames for the pictures of
you on the winner’s stand, what
can you get in an art supply store?
It is one of the few places you can
find Pilot marking pens (silver or
Continued on the Next Page
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Cheap and colorful, Ice Tubes make great arrow storage.

gold) for writing your name on your arrows (required
in some competitions). With these you can write on
carbon arrow shafts and see what you have written.
These were about it until Sharpies came out in silver.
You can get those Sharpies there, too.
One of our very best finds were “Ice Tubes.” These
are tubes of various lengths that come in neon colors
with carrying straps. They were designed to carry
rolled up artwork or architect drawings, but the 36˝
version will hold two to three dozen arrows to protect
them during travel to practice or a competition. We
don’t think they are sturdy enough to ship separately
on an airline, but we are comfortable if the tube were
stored in a gear bag. These are cool! Inexpensive, too.
• Sharpies
• Pilot Marking Pens
• Ice Tubes
• double stick tape/clear tape (for mounting sight
tapes on sights)
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The Sporting Goods Store
Well, wouldn’t sporting good stores be expected to
have archery gear? You might think so, but we have
found it to be otherwise. We don’t recommend shopping for archery equipment in major sporting goods
chains. None that we know of has made a commitment to stock enough equipment or provide competent service for such a recommendation. But . . . the
rest of the store has all kinds of goodies.
You may know that Easton produces more than
arrows. (Most beginners shoot Easton arrows (the purple Jazz models being most popular) but they also sell
arrows to the most accomplished archers on Earth.) In
addition to being the largest producer of arrows for
archers, they are a major producer of aluminum baseball and softball bats along with many other goods
sporting. They also make bat bags with the Easton logo
on them that make great gear bags for archers.
For archers who shoot with their hand on their
bow’s bare metal riser (no wood or plastic grip), it can

Made for another sport, but great for archery gear ... and they are correctly
badged!
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get a might cold in early Spring and late Fall. If you
don’t want your bow hand freezing in cold weather or
slipping in hot weather, a number of companies make
a wrap that goes around the riser (available at archery
pro shops). As a reasonable substitute, you can use tennis grip tape
(Easton makes a leather grip tape
for the same purpose). You can
even do a little reshaping of the
grip’s contour by how you wrap it.
• Easton bat/archery bags
• tennis racket wraps
• baseball bat wraps
• web belts (for quivers)
• stretch bands/tubes
• rain gear (camping section)
• water bottles
• wrist, elbow, ankle supports to
protect against reinjuring a joint
• shoelaces (sport shoe laces can be tied to make finger slings—Olympians have been know to use
these—directions can be seen in a number of
YouTube videos)
The Pharmacy/Drug Store
Most of this is in the order of first aid (and not performance enhancing substances).
• moleskin (to protect blisters while they heal)
vband aids
• dental floss (for tying on nocking point locators
and beefing up the diameter of your bowstring’s
nocking point after it gets a bit worn from
shooting)
• Theraband™s (makes great
stretch bands for warming up
and stretching—also available from Medical Supply
stores and on line)
• emergency ice packs (if you
hit your arm with the string)
• first aid kits
• wrist, elbow, ankle supports
to protect against reinjuring a
joint

• Baggies (Zip-Loc bags can keep tabs dry in rainy
weather and keep small parts separated for storage.
They have little white patches on them for you to
write their contents. Large baggies can be used to
tent over the arrows in your quiver
to keep them dry (drier) when it
rains. Can also be used to cover
bow sights to keep the rain off.)
• energy bars
Special Mention–
Harbor Freight Tools
You may not have a Harbor
Freight Tools Store in your neck of
the woods, but you may have a
similar store (HFT also has an
online store). This place is a gold
mine for archers who like to tinker. For one, we have purchased any number of 100
meter measuring tapes (fiberglass tape/plastic enclosure). Yes, it is an inexpensive model, but price one of
the really good ones— wow! This one was US$19.95
(or it would have been if we hadn’t got it during a half
price sale!). These are absolutely needed to get targets
placed at correct distances outdoors. And, like much of
the other stuff available from this source, if you break
it or lose it, it is inexpensively replaced.
We bought a good set of T-handled Allen
wrenches from a friend who sold tools and got a great
deal. But at Harbor Freight we got both English and
Metric sets during a sale (which are frequent) for less
than $10 (which was less than half of what the single
name brand set cost). If they
break, you can afford to throw
them away and get another set,
but over many years we have yet
to break one.
• 100 meter tape
• T–handled Allen wrenches
• refillable butane mini-torch
(for point replacements)
• inexpensive tools galore

The Grocery Store
• butane lighters (for melting release rope ends, etc.)
• double stick tape/clear tape (for mounting sight
tapes on sights)
• energy bars
• rehydration drinks (e.g. Gatorade)
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New in the WAF Coaching Library!

The Principles of
Coaching Archery
Volume 1

Surely there are principles to guide coaches of archery. Uh, like
“Be positive!” and “Never describe how they are doing it wrong,
describe how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve Ruis ran
into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first
extensive collection of coaching prionciples for archery coaches,
with explanations.
The
Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library is a effort to supply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows
out of bows but on how to coach
people to do that better.

Available Now! Volume 2

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginning-tointermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn how
to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping
with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better
and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have
children in archery.

A ll Titles A v ailable on Amazo n.co m
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